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Needs:
•	 Conversion from Mac OS 9 to Mac OS X

•	 Deploy a large number of newcomputers with  

identical software

•	 Change support philosophy from troubleshooting to imaging 

known good standards

•	 Large-scale imaging

•	 Self Service capabilities

Environment:
•	 Three locations

•	 Two states

•	 165 Mac computers

•	 Active Directory infrastructure

Adding end users without adding  
support staff
When Colle+McVoy’s IT staff started supporting a sister company in 
Minnesota, it became important to manage the end users’ computers—not 
just to support them. Though the IT staff now supports end users at two 
Minneapolis offices and a remote location in Chicago, adding these offices 
has not had a negative impact on staff or service due to implementing 
standards and automating repetitive tasks.

Colle+McVoy has a long tradition of innovation and adoption of emerging 
ideas and technologies dating back to its founder, Alfred Colle, who started 
the agency during the Great Depression. Their mission statement “Involved 
Teams. Insightful Thinking. Inspired Ideas.” is parallel to the thinking at JAMF 
Software, making for an easy adoption of the Casper Suite by Colle+McVoy.
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Tools to meet the need
When Bill Hansen, IT Directory at Colle+McVoy, needed to release 15  
new machines, his hardware vendor suggested that the computers arrive  
pre-imaged using the Casper Suite. Hansen was skeptical because he was 
already using a popular imaging utility.

“The solutions we had in place were working for us, but did require a 
significant amount of post-imaging configuration. When I saw what I could 
do in five minutes before imaging, I realized that I could eliminate the two 
hour post-imaging process we had been going through,” said Bill. 

Since the initial Casper Suite pilot project at Colle+McVoy, the increased 
speed of deploying new machines and re-imaging existing ones has freed 
the IT staff to spend more time with their end users.

Features beyond deployment and imaging
While the flexibility of the Casper Suite’s modular approach to imaging 
saved the staff hours at deployment, it’s the Casper Suite’s advanced 
features that make it a daily toolset used to keep Colle+McVoy’s Macs 
running at peak performance. Hansen said he appreciate the ongoing 
capabilities of the Casper Suite. 

“I discovered features such as remote inventory, remote updates, and a 
centralized database of all this information. It met the project needs, as  
well as opened our eye to a whole new set of possibilities,” he said.

With the latest release of the Casper Suite and the addition of a VNC 
application, group policies, LDAP binding, and inventory support for the 
Windows platform, Hansen sees how the Casper Suite has expanded. In 
turn, it allows him to both centralize his entire department and eliminate 
additional licensing costs for utilities he no longer needs.

The Casper Suite has changed the way our 

team works and thinks about supporting 

our end users. As a result of using the 

software, we have more time to spend with 

our users, which leads to a higher degree 

of satisfaction for both IT and our internal 

customers.”

— Bill Hansen

“

“
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To learn more about Colle+McVoy,  
visit www.collemcvoy.com.

092812

To learn about how the Casper Suite can make an impact on 
your Mac and iOS management, visit www.jamfsoftware.com.

http://www.collemcvoy.com/
http://jamfsoftware.com

